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Abstract

Recommender systems alleviate the burden of information overload by tailoring recommen-
dations based on an individual user’s needs. However, most existing recommender systems
focus on user models that tend to be simplistic. In this paper, we propose a new approach
for extending our ontology-based user modeling framework by incorporating collaborative in-
formation. Our main contribution is the notion of combining collaborative filtering with
ontological user profiles to generate recommendations. The user profiles contain both the
statistical detail that implicitly or explicitly represent the user’s behavior and the semantic
richness that can indicate what that behavior might mean. Our experimental results demon-
strate that the interest scores and the semantic evidence in ontological user profiles can be
effectively utilized for Web personalization tasks such as recommendation and search.

1 Introduction

Users and site owners are increasingly relying on personalization and recommendation
software to enable the navigation of large information spaces and the selection of pertinent
items. At the heart of such personalization systems lies the model of the user on which they
rely. User modeling is the task of representing users’ preferences, context and intentions in
such a way as to enable more effective human-computer interaction. Much of the work in
personalization and recommendation research has focused on user models that tend to be
quite simple. Without the advantage of deeper semantic knowledge, such models are limited
in their ability to characterize changing user contexts, reason about the underlying factors
giving rise to user preferences, or explain the generated recommendations.

Consider the following example. If Steve buys and rates contemporary fiction for him-
self (“Gravity’s Rainbow”), work-related books on computer science topics “Programming
Python”), and books for his children (“Where’s Waldo?”). It makes little sense to repre-
sent Steve’s interest in books in a single representation that aggregates all of these disparate
interests without some acknowledgment that they represent different sorts of interests and
contexts. The system needs to know the difference between computer books and children’s
books. Furthermore, a system that is aware of this difference may also have the capability
of recognizing similarities among syntactically disparate items, and be able to recommend
a book on the Python-based Web scripting framework Zope to Steve because he has shown
an interest in Python.

Intelligent information systems must have the ability to seamlessly integrate knowledge
from the short-term user activity, representing immediate users interests; long-term user
profiles, representing established preferences; as well as knowledge from existing ontologies
that provide an explicit representation of the domain of interest. Furthermore, such systems



should be able to leverage a variety of sources of evidence to provide the best personalized
experience for the user, including both the semantic evidence associated with the user’s
individual interaction, as well as social knowledge derived collaboratively from peer users.

In our prior work [17], we have established an ontological user modeling framework for
personalized search that involves building models of user context as ontological profiles by
assigning implicitly derived interest scores to existing concepts in a domain ontology. A
spreading activation algorithm is used to maintain the interest scores based on the user’s
ongoing behavior. The application-independent nature of our framework allows it to be
easily adopted to a variety of Web personalization tasks.

In this paper, we present a novel approach for incorporating collaborative information into
our framework for ontological user modeling. Our main contribution is the notion of com-
bining collaborative filtering with ontological user profiles for generating recommendations.
In addition to standard collaborative filtering where the target user’s ratings on items are
simply predicted based on the neighbors’ ratings, we also take into account the semantic ev-
idence in the neighbors’ ontological profiles when predicting ratings for the target user. Our
experimental results for collaborative recommendation show an improvement in prediction
accuracy when compared to standard collaborative filtering.

2 Related Work

Our research builds on related work in Web personalization, user modeling, collaborative
filtering, intelligent agents, and semantic Web. There has been little work in the area of
ontological user modeling and even less in the application of such models to Web personal-
ization [7, 13]. Our work represents a significant advancement over this previous work in a
number of ways. First, the hierarchical structure of the underlying ontology is used explicitly
and automatically in the learning and incremental updating of the profiles. Furthermore,
our framework allows for flexible integration of content-based and collaborative information
about users’ interests.

Ontologies are seen as key to successful semantic interoperation between disparate informa-
tion sources on the semantic Web, and they have also been used for enhancing the precision
and recall in Web search [2] and also improving domain information retrieval [3]. Our re-
search follows the lead of other systems [12, 7] that use ontologies to mediate information
access, but these systems have generally not incorporated user modeling.

The collaborative aspect of our work is closely related to research in the area of Recom-
mender Systems, which tend to use very simplistic user models. User-based collaborative
recommendation [4, 9] generally models the user as a vector of item ratings, whereas content-
based recommendation methods [1] tend to use simple feature vector models. Our work
differs from these approaches by taking advantage of the deeper semantic knowledge in an
existing ontology for generating recommendations. We believe that effective personalization
must pursue techniques that leverage implicit information about the user’s interests [18].

A number of researchers have explored intelligent Web agents that learn about user’s
interests in Web-based information access [10, 11]. These projects use unstructured repre-
sentations and knowledge-weak machine learning methods to build user profiles that can be
matched against new documents. All of this work depends on the elicitation of user interests
and preference. To lessen the requirement for user interaction, lately the attention of the



research community has been drawn to explore how various implicit measures of user inter-
ests can be used in information retrieval and filtering applications [6]. Our framework differs
from this work in its emphasis on the integration of multiple types of data into a single user
context representation.

3 Ontological User Profiles

A user model must adapt as the system gains information about the user’s interests and
activities. In a conventional vector-based profile, this happens as ratings or other indicators
of interest are added to specific items. The basic idea of an ontological profile is that user
behavior is represented not as entries in a uniform vector, but as annotations to an ontology.
The ontology represents concepts and relationships in a particular domain of interest. For
example, when Steve buys a book on programming in Python, the profile associates this
fact with the Python programming language concept via an annotation, and may activate
other nearby concepts such as the Perl programming language. The system would not, for
example, activate nodes associated with snakes or with British comedy troupes, although
these have a syntactic relationship to the word “python”. We utilize profile normalization
so that the relative importance of concepts in the profile reflect the changing interests and
varied information contexts of the user.

An ontological approach to user profiling has proven to be successful in addressing the cold-
start problem in recommender systems where no initial information is available early on upon
which to base recommendations [13]. When initially learning user interests, systems perform
poorly until enough information has been collected for user profiling. Using ontologies as
the basis of the profile allows the initial user behavior to be matched with existing concepts
in the domain ontology and relationships between these concepts.

In our approach, the purpose of using an ontology is to identify topics that might be
of interest to a specific user. Therefore, we define our ontology as a hierarchy of topics,
where the topics are utilized for the classification and categorization of items such as books.
The hierarchical relationship among the concepts is taken into consideration for building the
ontological user profile as we update the annotations for existing concepts using spreading
activation.

Each ontological user profile is initially an instance of the reference ontology. Each concept
in the user profile is annotated with an interest score which has an initial value of one. As
the user interacts with the system (i.e. rating a new book), the ontological user profile
is updated and the annotations for existing concepts are modified by spreading activation.
Thus, the user context is maintained and updated incrementally based on the user’s ongoing
behavior.

3.1 Representation of Reference Ontology

Since the reference ontology is a core element of our framework, the accurate representation
of the ontology is critical. One of the strengths of our approach is that the underlying
ontology can be modularized to allow for adaption to a variety of application domains. An
ontology is an explicit specification of concepts and relationships that can exist between
them [8]. The set of relations such as subsumption is-a and meronymy part-of describe
the semantics of the domain. Rather than developing such ontologies ourselves, we rely on



existing hierarchical taxonomies.
In our collaborative approach, we utilize Amazon.com’s Book Taxonomy. The reference

ontology is represented as a structure that consists of a set of concepts and their hierarchical
relationships. This representation is different than our content-based implementation using
the Open Directory Project, which is organized into a hierarchy of topics and Web pages that
belong to these topics. With the content-based approach, in addition to the hierarchical
structure, the content of the Web pages are utilized as training data for the representation of
the concepts in the reference ontology. The details on the process of defining the semantics
of the concepts for our content-based implementation can be found in [17].

3.2 Learning Profiles by Spreading Activation

We use Spreading Activation to incrementally update the interest score of the concepts in
the user profiles. Therefore, the ontological user profile is treated as the semantic network
and the interest scores are updated based on activation values.

Traditionally, the spreading activation methods used in information retrieval are based
on the existence of maps specifying the existence of particular relations between terms or
concepts [15]. Spreading activation has been utilized to find related concepts in an ontology
given an initial set of concepts and corresponding initial activation values [14].

Input: Ontological user profile with interest scores and a set of documents
Output: Ontological user profile concepts with updated activation values

CON = {C1, ...,Cn}, concepts with interest scores
IS(Cj), interest score
IS(Cj) = 1, no interest information available
I = {d1, ..., dn}, user is interested in these items

foreach di ∈ I do
Initialize priorityQueue;
foreach Cj ∈ CON do

Cj .Activation = 0; // Reset activation value

end

foreach Cj ∈ CON do

begin

if (di ∈ Cj) then
Cj .Activation = IS(Cj);
priorityQueue.Add(Cj );

end

end

end

while priorityQueue.Count > 0 do

Sort priorityQueue; // activation values(descending)

Cs = priorityQueue[0]; // first item(spreading concept)

priorityQueue.Dequeue(Cs ); // remove item

if passRestrictions(Cs) then
linkedConcepts = GetLinkedConcepts(Cs );
foreach Cl in linkedConcepts do

Cl.Activation+ = Cs.Activation ∗ Cl.Weight;
priorityQueue.Add(Cl);

end

end

end

end

Algorithm 1: Spreading Activation Algorithm

In our approach, we use a very specific configuration of spreading activation, depicted in
Algorithm 1, for the sole purpose of maintaining interest scores within a user profile. We



assume a model of user behavior can be learned through the passive observation of user’s
information access activity. Items (i.e. books), in which the user has shown interest in, can
automatically be collected for user profiling.

The algorithm has an initial set of concepts from the ontological user profile. The main
idea is to activate other concepts following a set of weighted relations during propagation and
at the end obtain a set of concepts and their respective activations. As any given concept
propagates its activation to its neighbors, the weight of the relation between the origin
concept and the destination concept plays an important role in the amount of activation
that is passed through the network. Thus, a one-time computation of the weights for the
relations in the network is needed. Since the nodes are organized into a concept hierarchy
derived from the domain ontology, we compute the weights for the relations between each
concept and all of its subconcepts using a measure of containment. The containment weight
produces a range of values between zero and one such that a value of zero indicates no overlap
between the two nodes whereas a value of one indicates complete overlap.

The weight of the relation wjs for concept j and one of its subconcepts s is computed
based on the number of items that are categorized under each concept. Once the weights
are computed, we process the weights again to ensure the total sum of the weights of the
relations between a concept and all of its subconcepts equals to 1. The algorithm considers
each of the items which are assumed to represent the current context. For each iteration of
the algorithm, the initial activation value for each concept in the user profile is reset to zero.

The determination of which concepts to activate is customizable based on the application
domain. With our current implementation, only the concepts which contain the specific item
are activated. The activation value for each concept Cj is set to the existing interest score
for that specific concept.

Input: Ontological user profile concepts with updated activation values
Output: Ontological user profile concepts with updated interest scores

CON = {C1, ...,Cn}, concepts with interest scores
IS(Cj), interest score
Cj .Activation, activation value resulting from Spreading Activation
k, constant

n = 0;
foreach Cj ∈ CON do

IS(Cj) = IS(Cj) + Cj .Activation;
n = n + (IS(Cj))

2; // sum of squared interest scores

n =
√

n; // square root of sum of squared interest scores

end

foreach Cj ∈ CON do

IS(Cj) = (IS(Cj) ∗ k)/n; // normalize to constant length

end

Algorithm 2: Algorithm for the Normalization and Updating of Interest Scores in the
Ontological User Profile

The concept with the highest activation value gets removed from the queue after propa-
gating its activation to its neighbors. The amount of activation that is propagated to each
neighbor is proportional to the weight of the relation. The neighboring concepts which are
activated and are not currently in the priority queue are added to queue, which is then re-
ordered. The process repeats itself until there are no further concepts to be processed. For
a given spreading concept, we can ensure the algorithm processes each edge only once by
iterating over the linked concepts only one time. The order of the iteration over the linked



concepts does not affect the results of activation. The linked concepts that are activated are
added to the existing priority queue, which is then sorted with respect to activation values.

Algorithm 2 shows our approach for profile normalization. First the resulting activation
values are added to the existing interest scores. The interest scores for all concepts are then
treated as a vector, which is normalized to a unit length using a pre-defined constant, k, as
the length of the vector. The effect of normalization is to prevent the interest scores from
continuously escalating throughout the network. As the user expresses interests in one set
of concepts, the scores for other concepts have to decrease. For the long-term maintenance,
the concepts in the ontological user profile are updated with the normalized interest scores.

4 An Application of Our Framework to Collaborative Book Recommendation

A variety of Web personalization applications such as search personalization and recom-
mendation provide the basis for the evaluation of our ontological framework. In this section,
we present an application of our collaborative approach for Collaborative Book Recommen-
dation. Collaborative recommenders are systems that predict items that will be of interest
to a user based on the opinions or preferences of other users [16]. These systems typically
generate recommendations by identifying neighborhoods of users with similar interests, and
then using these neighborhoods to predict the interest that a particular user might have
on an item that he or she has not yet seen. By themselves, however, collaborative sys-
tems have certain shortcomings including the inability to recommend new items and their
inability to make reasonable predictions when the user has not rated many items (i.e., the
“cold start” problem). Hybrid recommenders [5], such as those that combine semantic or
content-knowledge with collaborative filtering can help ameliorate these shortcomings.

The Collaborative Book Recommendation application is designed to demonstrate the va-
lidity of our approach for combining collaborative information with ontological user profiles.
We utilize item based ratings to propagate interest scores in the ontological user profiles. For
each user, we generate an ontological user profile by spreading activation using only those
items with ratings greater than the user’s average rating.

The standard collaborative filtering algorithm is based on user-to-user similarity [9]. In our
approach, we enhance the standard k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN) algorithm by incorporating the
ontological user profiles into the prediction formula. The standard kNN algorithm operates
by selecting the k most similar users to the target user, and formulates a prediction by
combining the preferences of these users. The similarity between the target user, u, and a
neighbor, v, can be calculated by the Pearson’s correlation coefficient defined below:

simu,v =

∑

i∈I
(ru,i − r̄u) ∗ (rv,i − r̄v)

√

∑

i∈I
(ru,i − r̄u)2

∗

√

∑

i∈I
(rv,i − r̄v)2

,

where I is the set of all items rated by both users, ru,i and rv,i are the ratings of item i for the
target user u and a neighbor v. Also, r̄u and r̄v are the mean of the ratings of u and v over
I , respectively. All neighbors with a similarity of less than 0.1 are filtered out to prevent
predictions that are based on very distant correlations.

Once similarities between users are computed, the most similar k users are selected to
compute the prediction for an item i for target user u. Our enhanced kNN prediction formula



based on the ontological user profiles is defined as follows:

pu,i = r̄u +

∑

v∈V
simu,v ∗ (rv,i−r̄v) ∗ IS(Cj,v)

∑

v∈V
simu,v ∗ IS(Cj,v)

,

where r̄u is the mean rating for the target user, V is the set of k similar users, r̄v is the mean
rating for a neighbor, simu,v is the similarity described above. Assuming the item belongs to
a specific concept, Cj, the formula takes into account the neighbors’ interest scores for this
concept. This information is provided by the ontological user profiles. The interest score for
a neighbor, v, is denoted by IS(Cj,v) in the formula.

The above formula enhances standard collaborative filtering by incorporating the interest
scores from the ontological user profiles for generating recommendations. This approach
allows us to make predictions not only based on similar users’ explicit ratings for an item,
but also based on the degree of interest those users have shown for the topic of a given item.

In addition to the interest scores, the semantic evidence in the ontology also comes into
play for computing the mean rating for a user. For the mean rating of a target user or one
of its neighbors, r̄u and r̄v respectively, we maintain two different values including the user’s
overall mean rating and user’s concept-based mean rating. If an item belongs to only one
concept, the user’s concept-based mean rating is the user’s average rating for all books that
belong to that specific concept. In the case where a book belongs to multiple concepts, the
concept-based mean rating becomes the user’s average rating for all books that belong to
these concepts. In the prediction formula, if the user’s concept-based mean rating does not
exist or the value is less than the user’s overall mean rating, then the user’s overall mean
rating is used. Otherwise, the user’s concept-based mean rating is used in the prediction
formula.

5 Experimental Evaluation

Our experimental evaluation is designed to address two particular questions:

• Can the semantic evidence provided by the ontological profiles be utilized to present
accurate recommendations to a user?

• Do the changes in interest scores accurately reflect user interest in specific topics?

5.1 Experimental Data Sets and Metrics

5.1.1 Collaborative Book Recommendation

For the collaborative approach, we utilized the book ratings that were collected by Ziegler
in a 4-week crawl from the BookCrossing community[19]. Only the explicit ratings, expressed
on a scale from 1-10, were taken into account in our experiments resulting in a total of 159,974
book ratings. For each distinct ISBN, a unique identifier for the books in the dataset, we
mined Amazon.com’s Book Taxonomy and collected the category, title, URL, and editorial
reviews for the specific book. Our resulting reference ontology included 4093 concepts and
a total of 75,646 distinct books that were categorized under various concepts.

For evaluation purposes, we used K-Fold cross-validation with k = 5. For each k, 80% of
the book ratings were included in the training set, which was utilized for spreading activation.



The remaining 20% of the book ratings were included in the test set, which was used for
predicting ratings. The advantage of K-Fold cross-validation is that all the examples in the
dataset are eventually used for both training and testing.

For Collaborative Book Recommendation, our goal is to measure and compare the predictive
accuracy of recommender systems. To accomplish this task, we utilize a commonly used
metric Mean Absolute Error (MAE), which measures the average absolute deviation between
a predicted rating and the users true rating. One main advantage of MAE is that it is a
statistical metric which allows for testing the significance of a difference between the mean
absolute errors of two systems.

5.2 Experimental Methodology and Discussion of Results

In this section, we provide our methodology and results for our experimental evaluation
for combining collaborative filtering with ontological user profiles. In order to evaluate the
predictive accuracy of our system, we computed two types of predicted ratings using the test
sets; predicted ratings using standard kNN and also our enhanced kNN prediction formula.

Figure 1: Mean Absolute Error - Standard kNN vs. Enhanced kNN

The first step in our experimental evaluation was to compute the similarities between users
based on the Pearsons correlation. Next, we used the books in the training set to generate
ontological user profiles. For each user, we started with a new instance of the ontological user
profile with all interest scores initialized to one. Such a user profile represents a situation
where no initial user interest information is available. For each book that was rated by a user,
we performed our spreading activation algorithm to update interest scores in the ontological
user profile for that specific user. In order to ensure the interest in the profiles got propagated
based on strong positive evidence, only the items with ratings that were equal to or greater
than the user’s overall average rating were utilized for spreading activation.

Once similarities between users were computed and the user profiles were generated, the
most similar k users were selected to compute the prediction for each item in the test set.
Due to 5-fold cross validation, the process was repeated five times in order to process the
data in each fold. With both sets of predictions including standard kNN and enhanced kNN,
we ran our experiments for different values for the neighborhood size k, ranging from 5 to
100. For each value of k, the MAE for the enhanced KNN predictions were lower than the
MAE for the standard kNN predictions The comparative results with the MAE values for



k = 20 are depicted in Figure 1. The difference between the MAE values were confirmed
to be significant using the ANOVA significance test with a 99% confidence interval. Thus,
we can confidently conclude that the prediction accuracy using our ontological approach is
higher than standard collaborative filtering.

6 Conclusions and Outlook

As an extension of our ontology-based user modeling framework, we have presented our ap-
proach for combining collaborative filtering with ontological user profiles. Our experimental
results demonstrate that the semantic knowledge embedded in an ontology combined with
long-term user profiles can be used to effectively tailor search results and recommendations
based on users’ interests and preferences.

In our future work, we plan to investigate alternative approaches to spreading activation
for propagating interest within the ontological user profiles. We will also perform experiments
to measure the stability and convergence of the user profiles.
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